
2) I use the ferry to travel from New Jersey to New York City.

3) Amelia visits her ailing grandmother.

4) .The National Cherry Blossom Festival is celebrated

1) Dad reads the newspaper .

5) Rachel wakes up in the morning.

6) Benjamin will begin his soccer practice .

7) Mia and Emma go beachcoming at the Glass Beach.

8) I played soccer .

Example: Timothy is traveling to Chicago tomorrow.

An adverb of time tells when an action takes place.

Example: Barking dogs seldom bite.

An adverb of frequency tells how frequently an action occurs.

Complete the sentences with the correct adverbs from the word box. 

10) Gary eats French fries.

9) Ms. Miller is drinking co!ee .

Name :
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Adverbs of Time & Frequency

soon

daily

frequently

now

early

often

never

sometimes

yesterday

annually
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2) I use the ferry to travel from New Jersey to New York City.often

3) Amelia visits her ailing grandmother.frequently

4) .annuallyThe National Cherry Blossom Festival is celebrated

1) Dad reads the newspaper daily .

5) Rachel wakes up in the morning.early

6) Benjamin will begin his soccer practice .soon

7) Mia and Emma go beachcoming at the Glass Beach.sometimes

8) I played soccer yesterday .

Example: Timothy is traveling to Chicago tomorrow.

An adverb of time tells when an action takes place.

Example: Barking dogs seldom bite.

An adverb of frequency tells how frequently an action occurs.

Complete the sentences with the correct adverbs from the word box. (Answers may vary)

10) Gary eats French fries.never

9) Ms. Miller is drinking co!ee now .
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Adverbs of Time & Frequency

soon

daily

frequently

now

early

often

never

sometimes

yesterday

annually
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